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ABSTRACT
Lake Bonneville History in Cutler Dam Quadrangle,
Cache and Box Elder Counties, Utah
by
G. G1ayde Maw, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1968
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Q. Oaks, Jr.
Department: Geology
When Lake Bonneville spilled through Red Rock Pass at the north
end of Cache Valley, the major part of the lake in Salt Lake Valley
had to drain from west-to-east through Cutler Dam Quadrangle.
two major saddles connect the two valleys:

Here

(1) Bear River Narrows,

at about +4380 feet; and (2) Cache Butte-Wellsville Mountain Pass
4.2 miles south, at about +4970 feet.

Spillover levels at both places

are cut into older rocks.
Only two morphostratigraphic units are recognized widely in the
quadrangle.

These represent high stands at the Bonneville level

(+5180 ± 20 feet) and at the Provo level (+4800 ± 20 feet).

Regressive

shoreline deposits extend continuously from the Provo level down to the
Stansbury level (+4470 ± 20 feet).
1965) is not clearly represented.

The older Alpine level (Morrison,
A

we11~deve1oped

gravel bar with a

flat crest near +4940 feet immediately southeast of Bear River Narrows
indicates a period of east-to-west flow through the narrows when the
lake level stood briefly below the level of both Red Rock Pass and of
the pass farther south.

viii
The following history is inferred:
1.

Rise of lake to Bonneville level (+5180 feet) or slightly
higher;

2.

Spillover and downcutting at Red Rock Pass to a point above
+4940 feet; eastward flow through Bear River Narrows and
Cache Butte-Wellsville Mountain Pass;

3.

Red Rock Pass abandoned; westward flow through Bear River
Narrows only as the lake level continued to fall; lowest
point unknown;

4.

Rise of lake above +4940 feet; spillover and renewed cutting
of Red Rock Pass down to Provo level (+4800 feet); eastward
flow through Bear River Narrows;

5.

Rapid fall of lake level and abandonment of Red Rock Pass at
+4755

~

2 feet (Williams and Milligan, 1967); westward flow

through Bear River Narrows continuous to present.

(67 pages)

INTRODUCTION
General Statement
This report summarizes a detailed geologic investigation of
surficial sediments, their morphology, and the sequence of events they
record in Cutler Dam Quadrangle, northern Utah.

The area was chosen

because it includes the entire part of the only connection between
Salt Lake Valley in the west and Cache Valley in the east, and because
surficial sediments therein should record important events in the
history of Pleistocene Lake Bonneville.
Purpose of Investigation
The purpose of the present study was to establish the geologic
history of Pleistocene

~ake

Bonneville in Cutler Dam Quadrangle.

Detailed mapping of surficial deposits, including the older Tertiary
Salt Lake Formation, was a major objective, with emphasis placed on
geomorphic features, their relationship to lake levels, and to positions
of shorelines in time and space.
Location, Accessibility, Vegetation, and Soils
The area covered includes the north end of Wellsville Mountain of
the Wasatch Range, and a major part of the Junction Hills at the south
end of the Malad Range in northern Utah (Figure 1).

The intervening

low area between the two ranges is the only break in the mountains
along the east side of Salt Lake Valley where the waters of Lake
Bonneville could pass through to the smaller Cache Valley in the east.
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The Cutler Dam 7.5-minute Quadrangle (U.S.G.S., 1964) lies in the
northeast corner of the Basin and Range province and is situated
between 41 0 45' and 41 0 52.5' north latitude, and between 112 0 00' and
112 0 07.5' west longitude.

The quadrangle covers parts of townships

12 and 13 north and ranges 1 and 2 west, surveyed from the Salt Lake
base and meridian.

The quadrangle covers an area of 56 square miles,

has a maximum relief of 1910 feet, and ranges in altitude from +4320
feet to +6140 feet.
The area has excellent major access east and west on Utah Highway
69.

Because of the many small farming communities, electrical power

produced at Cutler Dam, and railroad connections, the area has very
good access throughout on unpaved roads.

In good weather one can drive

to within 1 mile of any spot in the quadrangle.

Most of the surficial

deposits in the area have sufficient clay that the roads become very
muddy and slick when wet.

The area is semi-arid and, therefore, acces-

sible most of the spring, summer, and fall.
The area is much drier now than during periods when Lake Bonneville
had wide extent.

About one-half of the area is dry farmed.

The

remaining part is chiefly covered by grasses, sagebrush, and small
bushes.

There are a number of larger trees along the few perennial

streams in the area.

There is a moderately mature pedoco1 soil

developed in the lower, flatter areas under cultivation (United States
Soil Conservation Service, Cache Work Unit, unpublished documents,
1968).

The lower mountain slopes have developed a thin soil that is

ab sent in many places due to erosion.

4

Field Work
Field work was completed during the spring and summer of 1967.
Aerial photographs were used to locate outcrops and interesting geomorphic features, and to plot geologic and geomorphic features on the
topographic maps.

Dips and strikes of sediment layers were determined

with a Brunton compass.

Photographs were taken to illustrate signifi-

cant features and to help in measuring inaccessible outcrops.

The

latter was accomplished by lowering a stadia rod from the top of the
outcrop into the field of the picture.

Described sections were

measured with a folding rule and a Brunton compass by a two-man team.
Sections reported in Appendix
Jr.,un1ess otherwise noted.

were measured jointly with Robert Oaks,
Fossils collected from Salt Lake, Bonne-

ville, and Provo sediments were identified from Yen (1947), and from
the Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology.

PREVIOUS WORK
Meinzer (1922) showed locations of 68 Pleistocene lakes then
known in the Great Basin.

Feth (1961) nearly 40 years later desc ribe d

45 individual lake basins or groups of basins.

Snyder and others

(1964) showed the location of 110 Pleistocene lakes in the Great Basin
on Miscellaneous Geologic Investigations Map 1-416.

In these publi-

cations the largest of the Pleistocene lakes mentioned or shown is
Lake Bonneville.
Howard Stansbury (1850) early recognized the old lake terraces
and suggested they formed at the shore of an inland sea that was
connected to the Pacific Ocean by an underground channel.
E. G. Beckwith (1854) suggested that Lake Bonneville was either an
inland sea or an extention of the Pacific Ocean.

King, Hague, and

Emmons (1867-70), during the 40th parallel survey, recognized and
described the former existence of Lake Bonneville.

F. V. Hayden

(1870), who conducted another of the first surveys in the West, also
mentioned the lake.

G. K. Gilbert (1875, p. 88) named the lake

for Benjamin Louis Eulalie de Bonneville, one of the first explorers
in the region, and described some of the lake features.

Subsequently,

Gilbert (1890), in the first monograph of the U. S. Geological Survey,
recorded in remarkable detail the widespread evidence left by Lake
Bonneville.

He found that the lake covered an area of about 19,750

square miles (about the present size of Lake Michigan), and was 346
miles long

~nd

145 miles wide.

He recorded the coastline le ngth,

ex.eluding islands, as 2550 miles.

Maximum depth was placed

6
approximately 1050 feet above the level of Great Salt Lake.

Lake

Bonneville covered about one-fourth of Utah and had extention into
Idaho and Nevada (Figure 2).

More than 50 islands and mountains stood

above the surface of the ancient lake; and on each side of these,
distinct records of the ancient shorelines were formed,

Gilbert

recognized persistent shoreline features at four major levels, which
he named Intermediate (now Alpine), Bonneville, Provo, and Stansbury,
in their presumed order of formation, from oldest to youngest.
Keys (1917) proposed that the Snake River in Idaho originally
flowed through the lake area, where it became dammed by an uplift in
southern Utah and thereby formed Lake Bonneville.

Keys further postu-

lated that volcanic action in Idaho diverted the Snake River and caused
it to cut its present northwest course.

When the source of Lake

Bonneville was then cut off, the lake presumably evaporated to form
Great Salt Lake.
Most present geologists agree instead with Gilbert that the lake
was due to glaciation and a change in climate.

Atwood (1909) believed

that rises and falls in the lake correlated with advances and retreats
of glaciers in the Uintah and Wasatch mountains.

Blackwelder (1931),

who studied glaciation in the Sierra Mountains and Basin-and-Range
Province, believed that glaciers actually discharged directly into the
lake.

Hunt and others (1953) substantiated this view by finding

moraine deposits interbedded with Lake Bonneville sediments in northern
Utah Valley.

Morrison (196la) correlated Lake Bonneville expansions

a nd contractions with those of Lake Lahontan in Nevada, and correlated
both with glacial advances and retreats, respectively, in the Wasatch
and Sierra Nevada mountains.
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Because of possible correlation with glacial action or climatic
change, chronology of Lake Bonneville has been studied by many persons .
Estimates of both the duration and timing of its existence and of its
different levels vary widely.

Only a few radiocarbon dates have been

made, fewer yet were of woody material, and only some of these have
been related to a definite stratigraphic unit or lake stand.

Eardley

and others (1957, p. 1199) regard the Alpine stage as possibly equivalent to Kansan glaciation of the midcontinent area and suggested a
lake history that included only short, interglacial intervals thereafter.
Morrison (1961a, 1961b) studied the stratigraphy of lake deposits
in Jordan Valley south of Salt Lake City, where these deposits intertongue with glacial sediments in the mouths of Little Cottonwood and
Bells canyons.

Morrison correlated early lake cycles with Bull Lake

Glaciation in the Rocky Mountain region.
Varnes and Van Horn (1961) made a stratigraphic study of the
deposits of Lake Bonneville along the Sevier River between Leamington
and Delta, Utah.

The time interval that Gilbert originally ascribed

to the deposition of yellow clay (Alpine) they believed included three
periods of high water separated by two recessions.

Morrison (1966)

believes the Alpine includes five periods of high water separated by
four recessions.

The only evidence for the absolute age of these

Alpine deposits is radiocarbon dates of inorganic carbonates and she lls
that yielded ages of 15,000 to 19,000 years B. P. (Varnes and Van Horn ,
1961).

As with other radiocarbon dates on freshwater carbonates and

shells, these are much younger than the dates obtained on woody material
associated with glacial deposits of apparently comparable age.

9
Broecker and Orr (1958) obtained radiocarbon dates as young as
16,000 years B. P. from freshwater carbonates at the Bonneville
Shoreline.

Iheir chronology, therefore, agrees with that of Varnes

and Van Horn rather than that of Eardley or of Morrison (Crittenden,
1963b).

A summary of ages assigned to the different shoreline levels

suggested by various authors is shown in Table 1.
Crittenden (1963b) points out that insufficient evidence is
available to firmly establish the correct age of the major lake levels
yet.
Other persons have studied local areas within the area of former
Lake Bonneville to help clarify its history.

Bissell (1952, 1963)

made detailed studies of Lake Bonneville sediments in Utah Valley.
Ives (1951) studied Lake Bonneville sediments in the Dugway area.
Those i n the lower Jordan Valley were studied by Jones (1955), and those
in the Jordan Valley by Morrison (1965a).

Gooke and Eardley (1960) and

Morrison (1965b) separately studied Lake Bonneville deposits at
Promontory Point, where considerable material was removed for construction of the railroad embankment that crosses the north end of Great
Salt Lake.

Williams (1962) studied Lake Bonneville deposits in Cache

Valley, Utah, where sediments of possible Alpine age were present
locally.

These various studies all helped to clarify the history of

Lake Bonneville in various areas.
At its maximum extent and depth, Lake Bonneville spilled over
Red Rock Pass in the north end of Cache Valley, which caused downcutting at the pass and simultaneous lowering of the lake level.
However , the pass today stands considerably above the level of Great
Salt Lake, so that lake fluctuations, for the most part, probably were

Table 1.

Summary of ages assigned to different shoreline levels of Lake Bonneville
1963b, p. 20)

Investigator
Eardley and others (1957)
Morrison (1961)

Alpine

Stansbury

Bonneville

Provo

160-140

80-65

(1) 65-50
(2) 50-26

23-15

70-35

53-45

(1) 45-40
(2) 25-15
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Broecker and Orr (1958)
Lake Bonneville, as suggested
by Searles Lake, California
(Smith, 1958)

(after Crittenden$

28-15

120-68

68-55

15-12*

(1) 55-38
(2) 25-17

12-9

(1) 15-13
(2) 11-9

Numbers are in thousands of years before present. Numbers (1) and (2) under Provo and Stansbury represent different stages of that level suggested by various authors. Only ages marked with * are based on
radiocarbon dates; others are extrapolated or interpolated from other types of evidence.

t-'
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dependent chiefly upon climate.

Red Rock Pass in the north end of

Cache Valley has been studied in detail by Williams and Milligan (1967 ) .
Since t he time of maximum extent of Lake Bonneville, the weight
of the water has been released.
l i nes were not level.

Gilbert observed that the lake shor e-

By using the surface of the Great Salt Lake as

a plane of reference, Gilbert was able to show that the ancient shorelines had been warped as much as 177 feet in places in addition to being
cut by faults locally.

Gilbert inferred that the crust has been domed

upwa rd i n response to the removal of load as the water evaporated
(Crittenden, 1963b).

Because of the instruments Gilbert had to work

with, his findings were discounted somewhat in subsequent years.
However, Crittenden (1963b) confirmed these findings by accurately
I

determining shoreline altitudes of the Bonneville level at some 90
different localities all around the lake.

His records show a maximum

crustal rebound near the former lake center of about 210 feet more
than that of shorelines in the south end of the lake and at the outlet
in the north end.
Previous work concerned with bedrock and with older surficial units
in the Cutler Dam Quadrangle but not specifically with sediments of
Lake Bonneville has been caried out by several others.
Williams (1948) mapped and described Paleozoic and younger rocks
i n the 30-minute Logan Quadrangle (U.S.G.S., 1914).

Part of the

wester n edge of that quadrangle has a common edge with the east edge
of the Cutler Dam Quadrangle.

This publication helped to identify some

of the Paleozoic rocks in the Cutler Dam Quadrangle.
Ros s ( 1953) described Ordovician rocks associated with the
Cor dilleran Geosyncline in the area.

This publication was also he l pf ul

i n ide ntifying some of the Paleozoic rocks in the Cutler Dam Quadra ngle .
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Adamson and others (1955) studied Tertiary rocks in and around
Ca che Valley .

This study included outcrops in the Cutler Dam

Quadrangle and some of the measured sections are used in this paper
(Appendix, pages 53 and 54).
Beus (1958) studied the geology of the northern end of Wellsville
Mountain, and Hanson (1949) studied the southern end of the Malad
Range.

Both of these areas extend somewhat into the Cutler Dam

Quadrangle and were helpful in identifying Paleozoic stratigraphic
units in several outcrops.

MORPHOLOGY
General Statement
The morphology of Cutler Dam Quadrangle is characterized by the
low Cache Butte Divide that trends north-south and separates Cache
Valley in the east from Salt Lake Valley in the west (Plate 1, and
Figure 3).

The topography consists of steep slopes of high relief

near mountains in the north and south, and moderate slopes with moderate relief along present major streams and Cache Butte Divide.
Elsewhere rather flat land predominates.

The land surface lies between

+4230 feet and +6140 feet.
Flats cut into older sediments by waves during protracted periods
of lake stillstand locally grade laterally into depositional embankments both basinward and along shorelines.

Above +4800 feet, topo-

graphy characteristic of subaerial erosion is well developed and few
undissected tracts remain.

Below +4800 feet, original depositional

features and wave-cut surfaces are little altered except near present
major streams.
Drainage
The major river in the area, the Bear River, flows from northeast
to southwest through the center of the quadrangle (Plate 1).

In the

northeast it flows through the Bear River Narrows, a steep sided,
V-shaped gorge 1200 feet deep located in Section 26, T 13 N, R 2 W.
At Cutler Dam the water level of the reservoir drops 130 feet to the
base of the powerhouse just below the concrete-arch dam, which is 114
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feet high and 530 feet long.

From here the river assumes a meandering

southwest course with a gradient of approximately 5 feet per mile
(Figure 4).
Willow Creek and Cottonwood Creek flow north from the northern
end of Wellsville Mountain and then continue in a northwest direction
until they intersect with the Bear River below Cutler Dam.

Other small

creeks flow east and west from Cache Butte Divide and eventually reach
the Bear River in the west and the Little Bear River or Cutler Reservoir in the east.

Streams near the Junction Hills north of Bear River

generally flow southward.

Bear River is entrenched 100 to 180 feet

below the surrounding plains downstream of Cutler Dam; it has formed a
narrow flood plain 0.1 to 0.6 mile wide with less than 40 feet of
relief.

As a result, Willow Creek and Cottonwood Creek as well as

many other small creeks and intermittent streams tributary to the Bear
River also are entrenched (Figure 4).

The present drainage appears to

follow drainage lines that developed in the area prior to Lake Bonneville, possibly as a result of differential compaction of thicker
fills above the pre-existing drainage lows.
Two canals in the area, along each side of the Bear River below
Cutler Dam, carry irrigation water from Cutler Reservoir to the plains
above the entrenched floodplain of the Bear River (Plate 1).

The

Hammond Main Canal follows the east side of the Bear River within the
quadrangle and is about 120 feet above the present river level.

The

West Side Canal in the west parallels the Bear River for about 4 miles
below the dam, but there turns off to the northwest.

The Corinne

Canal branches from the West Side Canal about 5 miles below the dam and
flows southwest approximately parallel to the Bear River.

Both canals

west of the river also are about 120 feet above the present river level.

Figure 4.

Entrenched valley and floodplain of Bear River downstream from Cutler Dam. Scarp cut along West
Side Canal delineates boundary between lower fluvial topography and flat, lake-bottom topography
above. An entrenched tributary of the Bear River is visible in the southeast. West Mounatins in
background. View west from Section 35, T 13 N, R 2 W, on Cache Butte Divide.

I-'
0"\
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Morphologic Subdivisions
Junction Hills
The Junction Hills are situated at the southern end of the Malad
Range and occupy the north-central part of the quadrangle.

These

hills consist almost entirely of Tertiary rocks of the Salt Lake
Formation; they have a maximum altitude of +5969 feet, moderate relief,
and steep slopes.

The strata in the Junction Hills dip eastward, from

only a few degrees in the west side to over 30 degrees in the east
side (Hanson, 1949, p. 77).

A closely spaced, dendritic drainage

pattern has developed on these easily eroded rocks.
A large landslide is evident on the southwest edge of the Junction
Hills.

The landslide scarp reaches as high as +5790 feet.

The land-

slide mass covers a nearly circular area 2 miles in diameter on the
valley floor (Plate 1, and Figure 5).

The surface of the landslide

debris is rather flat but exhibits low, hummocky hills where large
boulders are present.

The landslide scarp is semi-circular in shape

and has a slope of 14 degrees southwest.
Long Divide
Long Divide is a low area between Junction Hills in the north and
the Paleozoic rocks that make up the Bear River Narrows just souths outheast of the Junction Hills (Figure 3).

Long Divide slopes gently

southward from +5200 feet at the border of Junction Hills to a saddle
at +5020

feet~

where the surface begins to rise southward.

Long Divide

formed one of the few low areas where Lake Bonneville could flow from
Salt Lake Va lley into Cache Valley during the period that the lake
stood at the Bonneville level.

The narrowest part of the cut along

t he con tact of Te r tiary and Paleozoic rocks near +5020 feet was

18

Figure 5.

Aerial view, to northwest, of Junction Hills landslide in
northwest quarter of Cutler Dam 7.5-minute Quadrangle,
northern, Utah. (Photo courtesy Robert Oaks Jr.)

Figure 6.

Bear River Narrows: view east from bank of West Side Canal
in Section 27, T 13 N, R 2 W.

19
submerged a maximum of 160 feet and was about 0.35 mile wide at the
water level during the highest Bonneville Stage level .
Bear River Narrows
The Bear River Narrows is cut into Paleozoic
Ordovician age.

rocks~

chiefly of

The narrows occurs at the junction of the northern,

northeastern, central, and eastern quadrants of the quadrangle
(Plate 1).

It is a V-shaped gorge with a maximum relief of 1276 feet

in a horizontal distance of only 0.36 mile (Figure 6).

Most of the

gorge is covered in the bottom by the Cutler Reservoir to an average
altitude of +4407 feet, so that the maximum present relief is 1189
feet in a horizontal distance of 0.32 mile.

During the Bonneville

Stage, the water in the narrows was 860 feet deep and had a width of
0.50 mile at water level (Figure 3).

During the Provo Stage, this was

the only pass where Salt Lake Valley in the west was connected with
Cache Valley in the east.

At the time of the Provo Stage the water

in the narrows was 480 feet deep and the pass was 0.31 mile wide at
water level.
Cache Butte Divide
Cache Butte Divide is here named for the low ridge that extends
from the Bear River Narrows south-southeast to a point 0.50 mile
south of Cache Butte, which dominates the crest of the divide near
its southern end.

The divide is separated into a northern segment and

a southern segment by a low gap near +5140 feet 0 . 90 mile northwest of
Cache Butte (Figure 3).

The crest of the northern segment reaches as

high as +5596 feet near the Bear River Narrows and becomes progressively
lower southward.

The crest of the southern segment reaches as high as
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+5340 feet at Cache Butte.

Cache Butte Divide attains a maximum width

of 0.95 mile in the northern segment and 0.40 mile in the southern
segment.

Cache Butte Divide consists chiefly of Tertiary rocks in

the south and of Paleozoic rocks in the north (Plate 1).
On the northeast side of the northern segment of the Cache Butte
Divide, there is a well-developed gravel bar that bends westward toward
the Bear River Narrows at its north end.

On the west side of the

northern segment of the Cache Butte Divide in Section 2, T 12 N, R 2 W,
there is another gravel bar with a west-northwest trend and a flat
crest near +5160 feet.
Cache Butte-Wellsville Mountain Pass
The second lowest gap between Salt Lake Valley and Cache Valley
occurs at the south end of Cache Butte Divide.

Its lowest point lies

near +4970 feet and was covered by 210 feet of water during the
Bonneville Stage of the lake, when it had a minimum width of 2.0 miles
at the narrowest point.

This gap now is almost entirely covered by

thin deposits of Lake Bonneville, on which a dendritic drainage pattern
has formed.

Within the gap, there is a good exposure of Tertiary rocks

in a road cut at the Cache-Box Elder county line.
Wellsville Mountain
Wellsville Mountain is located in the south-central part of the
quadrangle.

This mountain shows high relief and steep slopes and, in

the area mapped, reaches a maximum altitude of +6140 feet.

The portion

of the mountain in the area mapped is composed chiefly of gently
dipping Tertiary rocks on which a well-developed dendritic stream
pattern has formed.

On the northeast flank of this mountain there
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appears to be a large slump involving a very large area or else many
smaller but connected landslides (Plate 1).
Just north of Wellsville Mountain in the northeast part of the
southern quadrant, there is a small hill some 1200 feet wide and 2400
feet long.

This small hill with a crest near +5380 feet would have

existed as an island during the Bonneville Stage of the lake.

A

gravel bar with a flat top near +5180 feet extends southward from the
end of this hill.
Salt Lake Valley and Cache Valley
The rest of the quadrangle consists of parts of the Salt Lake
Valley, which covers most of the southwest, west, northwest, and
central quadrants, and of Cache Valley, which covers the eastern part
of the northeast and east quadrants.

Near mountains in the north and

south and along Cache Butte Divide, the valley surfaces have moderate
slopes; below +4600 to +4800 feet, slopes are gentle and relief is
rather slight except near the Bear River and its major tributaries.
Lake Bonneville Shoreline Features
The two sets of Lake Bonneville shoreline features that are
widely developed in the Cutler Dam Quadrangle record the level of the
lake during the Bonneville and Provo stages .

Deposits of the lower

Stansbury Stage are evident in one or two places but are not as widely
developed as features of the Bonneville and Provo shorelines.
The eastern side of Cache Butte Divide is marked by a welldefined,wave-cut scarp.
level at +5180 feet.

Its base lies near the Bonneville shoreline

The scarp drops 180 feet vertically in 370 feet

horizontally in the northern segment and 160 feet vertically in 390
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feet horizontally in the southern segment.

Lower and flatter slopes

that occur below this scarp and also below shoreline features of the
Provo level are covered with offshore (lake-bottom) deposits.
The Bonneville shoreline is represented at about +5180 feet
throughout the quadrangle.

This shoreline exhibits some steep shore-

line scarps cut into Tertiary rocks with wave-planed benches or wavebuilt gravel spits below each scarp.
bars also are exhibited at this level.

Some small deltas and gravel
Three gravel bars at the Bonne-

ville shoreline are typical of the Bonneville level deposits.

These

three bars (1) at the south end of a small hill in Section 15, T 13 N,
R 2 W, (2) on the northeast flank of Wellsville Mountain in Section
24, T 12 N, R 2 W, and (3) on the west side of the northern segment of
Cache Butte Divide in Section 2, T 12 N, R 2 W, all show current
direction and will be discussed later under the Bonneville Formation
in stratigraphy.

A gravel bar at the northeast end of the northern

segment of Cache Butte Divide with a flat top near +4940 feet in
Sections 24, and 25, T 13 N, R 2 W, will also be discussed later in
stratigraphy.
Features of the Provo shoreline lie near +4800 feet and exhibit a
few steep shoreline scarps; however, erosional features are cut into
Bonneville

sediment~

for the most part, and are not as steep as scarps

cut at the Bonneville level.
and wave-built beaches.

Below the scarps are wave-planed benches

There are a number of gravel deposits in the

area at this level but no well-developed deltas as are evident at other
places around the lake at this level.

Three gravel bars (1) on the

northeast side of the northern segment of Cache Butte Divide in
Section 24, T 13 N, R 2 W, (2) along Utah Highway 69 just 0.50 mile
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west of the junction of Utah Highway 69 and the small road leading to
t he community of Beaver Dam in Section 10, T 12 N, R 2 W, and (3) on
the northwest side of Wellsville Mountain just above the community of
Collinston at the common corner of Sections 16, 17, 20, and 21, T 12
N, R 2 W, will be discussed later in the section on stratigraphy.
Lakeward from both shorelines the topography flattens; and there
the underlying deposits are fine-grained, flat-lying lake-bottom
deposits that separate the coarser-grained shoreline sediments.

GEOLOGIC SETTING
In northern Utah thick sequences of metamorphosed, fine-grained
Precambrian clastics are overlain by several thousand feet of quartzites

probably deposited more or less continuously during late

Precambrian and early Cambrian time.

Deposition of a thick section of

carbonate sediments occurred thereafter until the middle of Ordovician
time when the sea withdrew and deposited thin,regressive sediments
across the area.

The sea transgressed again in upper Ordovician time,

and other transgressions and regressions took place throughout the
Paleozoic and on into the Mesozoic.

The Laramide Orogeny that began

in late Cretaceous time and lasted until Eocene time produced folded
and thrust faulted mountains that subsequently were block-faulted along
north-south trends and eroded through later Tertiary time.
During the Paleocene and Eocene (Adamson

and others, 1955)

reddish conglomerate and limestone of the Wasatch Formation was
deposited in well-oxygenated lakes and streams throughout northern
Utah and western Wyoming.

Later in the Tertiary, during the Miocene

and Pliocene (Adamson

and others, 1955), a large inland lake covered

much of northern Utah.

Conglomerates were deposited along flanks of

the mountains and light-colored tuff, limestone, and sandstone were
deposited farther away from the mountain masses and within the lake
to form the Salt Lake Formation.

Subsequent tilting, faulting, and

subaerial erosion after deposition of the Salt Lake Formation created
a varied topography over which later deposition of Lake Bonneville
sediments occurred (Figure 7).

Bear River Narrows probably was cut

during this period of erosion that preceded Lake Bonneville.

Figure 7.

Section showing steep-sided channel cut in tilted Salt Lake Formation and filled with
horizontal sediments of Lake Bonneville Group. Exposure in west bank of West Side Canal
in Section 33, T 13 N, R 2 W.
N
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STRATIGRAPHY
General Statement
The exposed stratigraphic units in Cutler Dam Quadrangle consist
of widespread and rather flat-lying, unconsolidated sediments of
Pleistocene to Recent age that overlie folded and faulted rocks of
Paleozoic and Tertiary age.

The consolidated Paleozoic and Tertiary

rocks are here defined as "basement" rocks that form the base for
deposition of the younger,unconsolidated Pleistocene sediments.
The highest Bonneville shoreline forms a natural stratigraphic
boundary that separates the lower-lying, unconsolidated Pleistocene
Lake Bonneville Group from the exposed, higher, older, and more consolidated rocks of Paleozoic and Tertiary ages.
The geologic map (Plate 1) shows locations of surface exposures of
the rock units described below.
Paleozoic Rocks
Paleozoic rocks in the quadrangle consist of five formations
that range in age from Ordovician to Pennsylvanian.

The Swan Peak

Formation, Fish Haven Formation, Laketown Formation, and Water Canyon
Formation crop out in and near Bear River Narrows, and are located in
Sections 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 34, and 35, of T 13 N, R 2 W, and Sections
2 and 3, T 12 N, R 2 W.

Because of the nature of this paper, these

four formations were mapped as a single, undifferentiated unit.

The

lower part of the Oquirrh Formation crops out in the southwestern part
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of the quadrangle along the west flank of Wellsville Mountain . in
Section 28, T 12 N, R 2 W.
Swan Peak Formation
The Swan Peak Formation (Ordovician) was named by Richardson
(1913) for an exposure at the crest of Swan Peak in the northwest
corner of the Randolph Quadrangle, just west of Bear Lake in northeastern Utah (Ross, 1953).
In Cutler Dam Quadrangle the Swan Peak Formation crops out in the
bottom of the Bear River Narrows, where it consists chiefly of quartzite.
Fish Haven and Laketown Formations
The Fish Haven Formation of Ordovician age was named in 1930 by
Richardson for exposures in Fish Haven Canyon west of Bear Lake in
northeastern Utah (Ross, 1953).

The Laketown Formation of Silurian

age also was named by Richardson (1913) for its exposures in northcentral Utah (Budge, 1966).
Within the Cutler Dam Quadrangle, the Fish Haven and Laketown
formations consist chiefly of do1ostones that make up the major portion
of Bear River Narrows.

These two units also make up all but one of the

many outcrops of Paleozoic rocks near the Bear River Narrows.
Water Canyon Formation
The Water Canyon Formation of Devonian age was named by Williams
(1948) from exposures in the Logan 30-minute Quadrangle (1914).

The

one outcrop of Water Canyon Formation in the Cutler Dam Quadrangle forms
a small dolostone ridge 0.2 mile long just north of the narrows in
Section 23, T 13 N, R 2 W.
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Oquirrh Formation
The Oquirrh Formation of Pennsylvanian-Permian age was named by
Gilluly (1932) from its exposures in the Oquirrh Mountains, where it
consists of alternating limestone and sandstone or quartzites.
In Cutler Dam Quadrangle only the lower, Pennsylvanian portion of
the Oquirrh Formation is present in a single outcrop that forms a small
ridge in the southeast part of the quadrangle on the west flank of
Wellsville Mountain in Section 28, T 12 N, R 2 W.
Tertiary Rocks
Tertiary rocks in northeast Utah consist of two formations--the
Wasatch Formation of Paleocene and Eocene age, and the Salt Lake
Formation of Miocene and Pliocene age (Adamson . and others, 1955).
Wasatch Formation
The Wasatch Formation was first named by Hayden (1869), who used
the name Wasatch Group for the variegated sands and clays that form
this unit.

The United States Geological Survey now accepts the name

Wasatch Group in southwestern Wyoming but in other areas uses the name
Wasatch Formation for sediments of this unit.

A small outcrop about

50 feet thick that resembles the Wasatch Formation occurs through a
short distance along the west bank of the West Side Canal 0.75 mile
below Cutler Dam.

This outcrop is red in color and consists of lime-

stone and chert gravel, derived from a Paleozoic source in a clay matrix.
This exposure has been described by Adamson and others (1955, p. 12),
who believe that it could be reworked Wasatch Formation and, therefore,
be of an even younger age.
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Salt Lake Formation
The Salt Lake Formation initially was named the Salt Lake Group
by Hayden in 1869 for deposits in and around Salt Lake Valley.

The

name Salt Lake Formation is used in this paper to conform with accepted
present usage of the United States Geological Survey.
The Salt Lake Formation in northeastern Utah consists of two
conglomerate members separated by a tuffaceous member.

The formation

is therefore divided into three members from oldest to youngest:
(1) Collinston Member, (2) Cache Valley Member, and (3) Mink Creek
Member.
Collinston Member.

The type section of the Collinston Member is

in the northern end of Wellsville Mountain.

This unit consists of

rounded to subangu1ar cobbles, pebbles, and some boulders of Paleozoic rock cemented by calcite with minor amounts of tuff and red silt
that locally give the conglomerate a red hue (Adamson and others, 1955,
po 4).

In Cutler Dam Quadrangle the Collinston Member crops out in a

small ridge in Sections 21 and 28, T 12 N, R 2 W.

This outcrop extends

southward beyond the quadrangle to form a large portion of the northern
part of Wellsville Mountain; it makes up the small ridge that trends
northwest from the northern end of the mountain.
Another small outcrop just below Cutler Dam in the west bank of
West Side Canal may be Collinston Member.

This 50-foot-thick outcrop

was mentioned in the previous section as a possible remnant of Wasatch
Formation, but it also could be Wasatch sediment that was reworked
during deposition of the Collinston Member.
This member is late Miocene to early Pliocene in age (Smith, 1953,
p. 75).

Williams found that the Collinston Member is more than 2500

feet thick just southeast of Collinston (Smith, 1953, p. 73).
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Cache Valley Member.

Williams (1952) designated the Tuffaceous

beds that crop out in the southern and central part of Cache Valley as
Cache Valley Formation (herein called Member after U.S.G.S. usage).
In the type area it consists of a series of interbedded, light-colored

"
tuffs, tuffaceous sandstones, tuffaceous limestones, oolitic
limestones, pebble conglomerates, green tuffaceous sandstones, and darkcolored "petroliferous" limestone (Adamson and others, 1955, p. 6).
The thickness of the Cache Valley Member varies considerably,
partly as a result of the irregular topography upon which the unit was
deposited.

This unit is 7674 feet thick in the northern part of Cache

Valley; whereas in the southern part of the valley, it is at least
2000 feet thick (Adamson and others, 1955, p. 7).
Within the Cutler Dam Quadrangle, the Cache Valley member crops
out in many places.

Just above the town of Collinston in Section 17,

T 12 N, R 2 W, there is a small knob 1000 feet in diameter composed of

"
oolitic
cross-bedded pebble conglomerate with a limestone matrix.

The

pebbles within the conglomerate are derived from Paleozoic rocks.

In

many places gastropod fossils are very abundant.

The small knob which

is surrounded by Lake Bonneville sediments is a conglomerate that either
represents Cache Valley Member interfingering with the conglomeritic
Collinston Member or a lakeward facies of the Collinston Member.
Most of the north end of Wellsville Mountain consists chiefly of
tuffaceous shales and limestones of the Cache Valley Member.

Slopes

in the area are covered by dense low vegetation and few outcrops occur.
A fine dendritic drainage pattern has formed in this area with two small
streams carrying most of the runoff to the Bear River.

Fringing the

perimeter of the Wellsville Mountain at an altitude of +5180 feet are
Lake Bonneville sediments.
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Just north of Wellsville Mountain in Section 15, T 12 N, R 2 W,
is a small elongate hill composed of Cache Valley Member.

Here the

r ocks dip 15 to 20 degrees northeast; 0.8 mile southeast a small outcrop exhibits beds that dip gently toward one another to form a small
syncline (Plate 1).

Projection of the strike of these beds indicates

that the hill just mentioned lies along the west flank of the syncline.
The small hill is surrounded by Lake Bonneville sediments that form the
wave-built gravel bar along the south side of the hill described in
the section on the Bonneville Formation.
Cache Butte Divide in the central part of the eastern half of the
quadrangle also consists of the Cache Valley Member.
are mostly tuffaceous shales and limestones.

Here the rocks

Here also the member is

covered with Lake Bonneville sediments up to the +5180 foot altitude.
In the northern and northwestern part of this divide the Cache Valley
Member abuts unconformably against Paleozoic rocks.
Just south of Cache Butte Divide along Utah Highway 69 there is a
small outcrop measured by Adamson and others (1955, p. 11) which is
reproduced in Appendix page 53.
The Junction Hills in the north-central part of the quadrangle
a lso are composed of the Cache Valley Member.

Here again a dendritic

stream pattern has developed with small intermittent streams that flow
east, west, and south.

The Junction Hills reach as much as 769 feet

above the upper limit of Lake Bonneville sediments at +5180 feet.

A

large landslide present in the southwest part of the Junction Hills
involved rocks of the Cache Valley Member.

In 1955 Adamson and other s

a lso measured a section of Cache Valley Member in the Junction Hi l ls
area in Section 15, T 13 N, R 2 W, which is reproduced in Appendix page 54.
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Other small outcrops of Cache Valley Member occur within the
quadrangle below the +5180 foot Bonneville shoreline; these represent
areas where the overlying Lake Bonneville sediments were later removed
or perhaps were never deposited due to currents.

One small outcrop in

Section 14, T 13 N, R 2 W, was the source of rip rap for the Newton
Dam 2.5 miles north-northeast of the northeast corner of the Quadrangle.
At the top of this outcrop a thin layer of rounded boulders deposited
in Lake Bonneville are well exposed.
When the West Side Canal was dredged, large sections of the Cache
Valley Member were exposed.

Outcrops occur at intervals along the

West Side Canal through a distance of about 2.1 miles, between 0.8
and 2.9 miles below Cutler Dam.

These exposures display some of the

relief that existed prior to deposition of Lake Bonneville sediments
in the form of channels cut in tilted sediments of the Cache Valley
Member and filled with flat-lying sediments of the Lake Bonneville
Group.

One good exposure along this cut in Section 33, T 12 N, R 2 W,

shows that a local relief of at least 35 feet must have existed prior
to Lake Bonneville time.

Photographs of the entire cut and of the

specific exposure mentioned are shown in figures 4 and 7 respectively.
The age of the Cache Valley Member has been placed as early to
middle Pliocene by Adamson and others (1955).
Mink Creek Member.

The Mink Creek Member of the Salt Lake Forma-

tion as defined by Keller in 1952 (Adamson and others, 1955) is not
exposed in the Cutler Dam Quadrangle.
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Lake Bonneville Group
The Lake Bonneville Group of Pleistocene age was defined by
Gilbert (1875, p. 94) as the sediments of a lake whose successive
margins are recorded by the series of beaches along the mountain fronts
in central and northern Utah.

Fairly continuous deposition, with

fluctuations, within a gradually restricted area was inferred between
the time of the highest Bonneville beach and the present time.
Gilbert recognized three major and successively younger formations
that he called Intermediate (now Alpine), Bonneville, and Provo,
respectively.

Gilbert also named a fourth unit, the Stansbury, which

represents the youngest and lowest but least distinct lake level.
Within Cutler Dam Quadrangle, only the Bonneville and Provo formations are widely represented.
Stansbury level are evident
exists.

Shoreline features and deposits near the

locall~

but no single distinct shoreline

The sediments of the Alpine level were not recognized.

Other

small shoreline features a few hundred feet in length appear between
the Bonneville and Provo shoreline levels and probably represent
regressive shorelines formed as the lake fell from the Bonneville
level.
Gastropod fossils of the genus Lymnaea commonly occur in deposits
of Lake Bonneville and proved instrumental locally in distinguishing
some of the Lake Bonneville sediments from the similar Salt Lake Formation from which they were largely derived.

Attitude of beds and degree

of lithification also aided in distinguishing the two formations in
several cases.
At some time during the history of Lake Bonneville algal growths
occurred on both Paleozoic and Tertiary rocks within the Bear River
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Narrows.

The algal growths formed concentric rings around one another

and locally are up to several feet thick (Figure 8).
Bonneville Formation
The Bonneville Formation includes those deposits that accumulated
in the lake during the high Bonneville Stage of Gilbert (1890).

The

Bonneville shoreline forms a striking boundary between two different
types of land forms.

Immediately above and adjacent to the shoreline

are wave-cut cliffs with beaches at the base along the shoreline.

The

Bonneville shoreline is displayed consistently at +5180 feet throughout
the quadrangle.

The altitude of the same shoreline occurs at different

altitudes in other places that were covered by the lake (Figure 2).
The altitude of +5180 feet derived from measurements within the quadrangle are consistent with the amount of isostatic rebound of the
shoreline calculated by Crittenden (1963b) to have resulted from
draining of the lake.
The Bonneville Formation consists of unconsolidated sediments
ranging from boulder gravel to fine sand, silt and clay.

Some beds

contain particles all very close to one size p whereas other beds
contain particles of all sizes.

Near the shoreline,deposits are coarse,

and much of the gravel is well rounded; farther from shore it ranges to
subangular.

Most of the near-shore gravel deposits show a lakeward

dip with most of the fine-grained offshore beds being nearly horizontal.
Some fine-grained

beds~

however, do show a slight dip that represents

deposition on an uneven surface rather than postdepositional deformation.
The Bonneville shoreline shows features of both wave planation and
deposition.

The wave planation features are exhibited chiefly at the

base of cliffs cut into fine-grained materials by waves.

Some
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Figure 8.

Algal growths attached to Paleozoic rocks, south side of
Bear River Narrows, along railroad tracks in Section 23,
T 13 N, R 2 W.

Figure 9.

Gravel bar with a flat-topped crest at +4940 feet. North
end of bar bends westward toward Bear River Narrows;
Sections 24 and 25, T 13 N, R 2 W. View southeast from
Long Divide.
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depositional gravel embankments occur in coves and bays that existed
while others were deposited as point bars at the time the lake was
at the +5l80-foot level.
some cases.
the lake.

These gravel bars show current directions in

Other gravel embankments occur near where streams entered
These deltas show very good foresets and topsets.

One well-developed gravel bar occurs .on the south end of the
elongate hill in Section 15, T 12 N, R 2 W.

This gravel bar with a

crest near +5160 feet displays an internal structure of foresets a nd
topsets suggesting a southward ; current during its deposition.

The

gravel bar composed chiefly of Paleozoic quartzite pebbles and cobbles
extends southward from a hill composed entirely of Tertiary rocks.

The

material for the gravel bar therefore must have been derived from the
Wellsville Mountain to the south and redeposited as it is by the
southward current.
Another gravel bar occurs in Section 24, T 12 N, R 2 W, on the
northeast flank of Wellsville Mountain.

This gravel bar with a crest

near +5140 feet indicated deposition as a point bar with currents
moving northward along the east side of the Wellsville Mountain.

Still

another small gravel bar on the west side of the northern segment of
Cache Butte Divide in Section 2, T 12 N, R 2

W~

perhaps represents an

offshore bar and is composed of discoid subrounded pebbles of Tertiary
origin.
On the northeast side of the northern segment of Cache Butte
Divide in Sections 24 and 25, T 13 N, R 2 W, there is a well-developed
gravel bar with a flat crest near +4940 feet.

This grave l bar which

trends north from the divide indicated deposition during a short stillstand as the water level receded from the +5l80-foot level.

This bar
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bends toward the Bear River Narrows at its north end indicating a
westward flow through the narrows as the lake stood at this level
between the Bonneville and Provo stages, but below the level to which
Red Rock Pass had been cut at that time.

Other spits of the lake at

all levels above the Provo level indicate north-to-south curren ts
possibly caused by predominant wind during most of the existence of
Lake Bonneville.

This westward flow through the narrows is contrary

to the direction of flow that would have occurred during periods when
the lake drained through Red Rock Pass in the north end of Cache Valley.
The Bonneville Formation shows very little subsequent stream
dissection.

Drainage lines that do exist follow those that existed

prior to Lake Bonneville and are extensions of streams that flow from
higher older rocks of Paleozoic and Tertiary age.
The Bonneville Formation is exposed through most of the area
between +5180 and +4800 feet, and locally below.

A few outcrops of

Paleozoic and Tertiary rocks occur between +5180 and +4800 feet,
but represent areas of nondeposition or areas where the overlying
Bonneville Formation was later removed by erosion.
A section of Bonneville Formation measured in Section 11, T 12 N,
R 2 W, in a small cut on the steep east side of a gu11ey 0.4 mile
northeast of the intersection of Utah Highway 69 and the small road
leading to the community of Beaver Dam is described in Appendix page 55.
Provo Formation
Most of the area below +4800 feet is covered by deposits of the
Provo Formation laid down during the protracted stand of Lake Bonnevil le during the Provo Stage of Gilbert (1890).

Evidence of only one

stand of the lake at the Provo level has been found in the Cutler Dam
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Quadrangle.

Until firm evidence of two distinct stands near this level

permits widespread mapping of two separate units, it seems more
appropriate in this area to use only the name Provo Formation i n the
sense of Gilbert (1890 5 p. 126-134), of Hunt and others (1953, p. 21),
and of Williams (1962, p. 140) rather than to include also the name
Draper Formation proposed by Morrison (1965a, 1966) on evidence of a
second stand of the lake near the Provo level.
Sediments of the Provo Formation consist of boulder gravel to fine
sand, silt, and clay derived from source rocks of Paleozoic and
Tertiary age and also from reworked sediments of the Bonneville
Formation.

While the lake stood at the Provo level, many deltas were

formed at the mouths of canyons throughout the area covered by Lake
Bonneville.

No deltas were formed in the Cutler Dam Quadrangle, but a

marked and very extensive shoreline is exhibited with beach deposits at
and just below the shoreline level deposited against cliffs and slopes
c ut into the Bonneville Formation by waves.

A few areas where older

rocks a nd sediments crop out in the area below +4800 feet probably
represent areas of nondeposition or of subsequent removal of the Provo
Formation by subaerial erosion.
Distinguishing the Provo Formation from the older and higher
Bonneville Formation was difficult indeed.

The major distinguishing

factor used was topographic expression and lithologic differences near
the Provo shoreline.

Here the coarse-grained shoreline deposits of the

Provo Formation overlie finer-grained lake-bottom deposits of the older
Bonneville Formation.

The Provo Formation throughout the quadrangle

reaches up to +4800 feet and must have formed a thin blanket of sediments over most of the area below that level.

The entire area below
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+4800 feet was mapped as Provo Formation (Plate 1) except where older
rocks or sediments cpu1d be readily distinguished.

The Bear River a nd

other small streams have eroded part of the Provo Formation and deposited Recent sediments in their place which were mapped (Plate 1).
A fine gravel embankment east of the Bear River narrows in Sections 24 and 25, T 13 N, R 2 W, shows northward dipping foresets truncated and covered by top sets at +4740 feet.

This bar of fine gravel

and coarse sand contains abundant gastropod and some pelecypod fossils.
The bar indicates a northward current and lies just to the east to
the gravel bar at +4940 feet previously mentioned under the section on
the Bonneville Formation.

Another gravel bar in the southwest part of

the quadrangle above the community of Collinston at the common corner
of Sections 16, 17, 20, and 21, T 12 N, R 2 W, shows Provo Formation
deposits.

This gravel bar on the northwest edge of the Wellsville

Mountain indicates a northward current along the west side of the
Wellsville Mountain.

Another gravel bar indicating a northeast current

occurs in Section 10, T 12 N, R 2 W, along Utah Highway 69, 0.5 mile
west of the junction of the highway and the small road leading to the
c ommunity of Beaver Dam.

This gravel bar consists of discoid, sub-

rounded gravel derived from Tertiary Rocks in the area.
A large landslide in the northwest part of the quadrangle occurred
after the high lake stand at the Bonneville level and destroyed features
of that shoreline.

Shoreline features of the lower Provo shoreline are

c learly developed across the landslide debris.

Landslide debri s below

the Provo shoreline have been slightly reworked but not covered by
Provo sediments, indicating that the land slide occurred just prior t o
the lowering of the lake below the Provo level.
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Drainage on the Provo Formation appears to follow prior drainage
l ines and consists of continuations of streams flowing i n valleys i n
the Paleozoic and Tertiary rocks above.
Two Provo Formation sections were measured:

(1) in Section 24,

T 13 N, R 2 W, in fine gravel and coarse sand with abunda nt fossils
showing foresets truncated with topsets, and (2) in Sec tion 16, T 12

N~

R 2 W, which exhibits foresets overlain by topsets on the north side
of Cottonwood Creek.

These sections are described i n Appe ndix page 56

and 57.
Deposits of Stansbury level
A nearly continuous sequence of shoreline features extends from
the Provo level to the level of the Stansbury Stage (+4470 feet) i n
Section 9, T 12 N, R 2 W, on both sides of Cottonwood Creek .

Deposits

of the lake exhibit few shoreline features below the Provo level
elsewhere.

The one exposure of shoreline gravels near the Stansbury

level is described in Appendix page 58.

Evidence in the Cutler Dam Qua d-

rangle suggests that the fall of the lake from the Provo level to the
Stansbury level was rather rapid, and that the Stansbury Stage of
Gilbert (1890) was considerably shorter in duration than eithe r the
Bonneville Stage or the Provo Stage.

GEOLOGIC HISTORY
Following deposition of the Salt Lake Formation, conditions
similar to those of the present led to deposition of fang10merates,
gravel, clays, and other deposits in valleys between the north-south
trending mountains.

Within many closed basins of the Basin a nd Range

Province, lakes probably formed and dried up several times during this
interval.

Within the closed basin later to be occupied by Lake

Bonneville, older post-Salt Lake, pre-Lake Bonneville lacustrine units
have been found but only in the subsurface (Morrison, 1966).

These

intermediate lacustrine units and some now-buried subaerial deposits
are believed to have been deposited in conjunction with climatic

..,

fluctuations in the area due to glaciation perhaps early in the
Pleistocene, during the Kansan and Illinoian glacial stages (Morrison,
1966).

During intervening interglacial stages of protracted inter-

stades, soils developed on these older deposits.

These pre-Lake

Bonneville lacustrine sediments were deposited during at least two
periods which have been called the pre-Lake Bonneville older 1acustra1
interval and the pre-Lake Bonneville younger 1acustra1 interval
(Morrison, 1966, p. 88).
At some time prior to the beginning of Lake Bonneville the Bear
River Narrows was cut.

The Bear River Narrows either was cut by

superposition of the river onto the older Paleozoic rocks after
cutting through a thick cover of the Salt Lake Formation or Wasatch
Formation, or it was formed by antecedent downcutting that kept pace
with uplift of Paleozoic rocks of Cache Butte Divide.

The river that

"
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cut t he narr ows exposed the Swan Peak Formation , Fish Haven Formation ,
Laketown Forma t ion , and Water Canyon Formation des cr ibed earlier i n
t he sect ion on stratigraphy.
Morri s on (1966, p. 88) believed that Lake Bonneville began to
form a bou t 75,000 years ago.

The fi rs t un i t deposi t ed was the Alpine

Format ion which is postulated to span about

43~000

years (Morris on ,

1966) during which the lake fluctuate d a number of times .

After t he

Alpine Stage Morrison ( 1966, p. 88) postulates tha t c omp l ete de ssication of the l ake occurred for abou t 7000 years during which time t he
s t ric tly loca l Promon tory Soil formed.
Morr ison ( 1966, p. 88) believed that deposition of the Bonnev il le
Format ion began about 25,000 years ago and continued t hrough t wo
maxima s e parated by a dessica t ion .

...
~

'

'"

During the se cond maximum of t he

Bonnevi l l e Stage) the lake reached a relative leve l ' of +5085 fe et a t
Red Rock Pass i n the north end of Cache Valley whe n the l ake l eve l
in Cut ler Dam a rea was near +5180 feet (Crittenden, 1963b) .

At t h is

l eve l t he lake spilled over and started to entr ench the pas s .
The history derived from the Cu tler Dam 7.5-minute quadr a ngle
fo l l ows he r e .

Evidence supports on ly a single stand a t the Bonnev i lle

l eve l but does not preclude two such stands.

Unmodif i ed depos i tiona l

fe a t ur es of the ba r just east of Bear River Narrows and probable we s t ward direc tion of flow during its f orma t ion indicate a pos t - Bonnevi l le
Formation t i me of origin prior to t he downcutting of Re d Rock Pa ss
below +4940 f e e t.

This bar proba bly could not hav e been formed

between high lake stands at the Bonneville leve l unles s t he period
between f ormation of the bar , rise of t he lake to t he Bonneville level,
and downcutting of Red Rock Pas s f rom t he se c ond hi gh Bonnev ille leve l

'...."
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to below +4940 feet proceeded extremely rapidly.

Otherwise, orig inal

depositional features of the bar should be much less distinc t.
Therefore, it is inferred here that the lake rose to the Bonne ville level and overtopped Red Rock Pass so that eastward flow of water
thr ough the Bear River Narrows and at the south end of Cache Butte
Divide (Figure 3) occurred as entrenchment at Red Rock Pass procee ded
and as the overflow level of the lake continued to drop .

The main

portion of Lake Bonneville in the Salt Lake Valley at this high level
had to pass through the two major low areas and two minor saddles along
the crest of Cache Butte Divide and through Long Divide.

The two

major saddles are (1) Bear River Narrows at about +4380 feet, (2) Ca che
Butte-Wellsville Mountain Pass about 4.2 miles south of the narrows a t
+4970 f eet; the two small saddles are (1) Saddle in Cache Butte
Div ide at +6140 feet, and (2) Long Divide just north of the Bear Rive r
Narrows at +5020 feet.
Periodic stillstands below the +5180-foot level caused several
distinct but nonpersistent features to form.

Such limited shoreline

features commonly are only a few hundred feet long and are not disce rnable on the topographic map.
When Red Rock Pass had been cut down to some point above +4940
fee t , the rate of evaporation/precipitation must have become greater
than the rate of inflow into the
ceased at Red Rock Pass.

1ake~for

downcutting apparently

Because a large proportion of the water of

Lake Bonneville was supplied directly into Cache Valley by Bear River
a nd Logan River, westward flow through the Bear River Narrows occurred
a t this time and for a period thereafter; subsequently the lake leve l
perhaps fell even lower.

Westward flow through the na rr ows at this
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time is indicated by a well-developed gravel bar with a flat-topped
crest near +4940 feet at the northeast end of Cache Butte Divide.

The

north end of the bar curves west toward Bear River Narrows, there by
indicating a westward flow through the narrows when it formed.

Bear

River Narrows is the only pass below +4970 feet where water could
flow be tween Salt Lake Valley in the west and Cache Valley i n the eas t.
The water level subsequently rose until it again reached the inter mediate level of Red Rock Pass and initiated further downcutting
there that continued until the level of the lake reached an al t itude
of about +4800 feet in the area of study.

Workers studying Lake

Bonneville in other areas do not agree on whether the lake remained
at +4800 feet to form the Provo Formation at this time, or whether
the lake dropped below +4800 feet and later rose again to this level
to deposit the Provo Formation.

Evidence in the Cutler Dam 7 . 5-

minute Quadrangle supports only a single stand at this level but does
not preclude two.
The water level must have remained near +4800 feet for a cons iderable period of time for the well-defined shoreline features and deltas
to be formed.

The shoreline features of the Provo Stage are more

pron ounced than those of any other level of Lake Bonneville.
A large landslide in the northwestern part of the quadrangle
cuts features of the Bonneville shoreline but is subsequently cut by
features of the Provo shoreline, thereby indicating that the slide
occur r ed just prior to the drop of the water level below the Provo
shoreline.
Evidence outside t he area of study (Gilbert, 1890) indi cate s tha t
af t er the water level dropped below the Provo level it remai ned near
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+4470 feet for a short time and formed features of the Stansbury Stage .
One minor feature in the Cutler Dam Quadrangle could represent Stansbury deposition.

As the water level dropped below the Provo level

and also the Stansbury level it remained in equilibrium for short
periods of time at various levels so that faint shoreline features
were formed that are discernible on aerial photographs as color changes
and moisture differences.
Since the drop of the lake to the present position of the Great
Salt Lake, some erosion of the earlier shoreline features has occurred .
The small intermittent streams in the area and the Bear River have
entrenched their stream valleys and partly filled them with recent
sediments.

CONCLUSIONS
Following the folding, faulting, and subsequent erosion of the
Salt Lake Formation, the Cutler Dam Quadrangle was almost completely
covered by ?leistocene Lake Bonneville.
Cutler Dam Quadrangle has played a very central role in the
history of Lake Bonneville, for it covers the only place where a
connection of water existed between the smaller Cache Valley in the
east and the larger Salt Lake Valley in the west.

Here two major

saddles, the Bear River Narrows, a V-shaped gorge with a base near
+4380 feet, and Cache Butte-Wellsville Mountain Pass 4.2 miles south v
at +4970 feet were low enough to allow large quantities of water to

.

",.
"

pass eastward to spillover Red Rock Pass during the high Bonneville
Stage.

At the time of the Provo Stage only the Bear River Narrows

,/

was low enough to allow water to pass eastward again between the two
valleys.
Cutler Dam Quadrangle covers the only probable outlet of Cache
Valley prior to Lake Bonneville time.

The streams or lakes occupying

Cache Valley prior to Lake Bonneville must have flowed westward through
the Bear River Narrows much as the present-day streams do,
Cutler Dam Quadrangle displays features of both erosion a nd
deposition that occurred during different stages of Lake Bonneville.
Alpine shoreline features including those of Morrison (1965) are not
clearly represented.

The erosional and depositional shoreline features

of both the Bonneville and Provo s t ages are well represented.

These

shorelines appear as bars, beaches, and wave-built embankments below
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wave-cut cliffs or slopes.

The Bonneville shoreline is represented

at about +5180 feet while the Provo shoreline is represented at +4800
feet.
As the level of the lake reached its highest position (Bonnevil le
Stage), it overflowed and began to entrench at Red Rock Pass in the
north end of Cache Valley.

This downcutting must have progressed at

a fairly slow rate, and at least once the level of water in the lake
must have dropped below the level of the pass and erosion halted.
When this occurred westward flow was established through the Bear
River Narrows as a result of the large amounts of water that entered
the lake via Cache Valley.

This westward flow through the narrows is

indicated by a gravel bar with a flat-topped crest near +4940 feet
which bends westward toward the narrows from the east.

After the

formation of this bar, the lake perhaps dessicated further but then
rose to the intermediate level of Red Rock Pass and continued downcutting to the Provo level near +4800 feet in the area studied.

Red

Rock Pass itself was cut to its present relative level of about +4755
feet (Williams and Milligan, 1967).
Cutler Dam Quadrangle is still active geologically.

Many

intermittent streams and the Bear River have entrenched their channels
and have deposited some Recent sediments.
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APPENDIX
Sections of Surficial Geologic Units
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A section of Salt Lake Formation, Cache Valley Member, measured
about 1.8 miles south of Cache Butte and about 9.0 miles west of Logan,
Utah along Utah Highway 69 in section 24, T 12 N, R 2 W, in Cutler
Dam Quadrangle, Utah (after Adamson, 1955).

Cache Valley Member

Thickness
(Feet)

5.

Tuff, light gray, thin bedded - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.

Tuff, very light gray, massive

3.

Tuff, light gray to olive gray, thin bedded
to massive. Lower two feet folded - - - -

30.0

Tuff, very light gray, massive, weathers lightolive gray
- - - -

12.0

Tuff, yellowish gray to light gray, thin
bedded, weathers white

10.0

2.

1.

- - - - - - - - - - - -

Total
Covered

- - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -

10.0

62 . 0+
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A section of Salt Lake Formation, Cache Valley Member, measured
northward from a point about 2.0 miles northwest from the Bear River
Narrows in section 15, T 13 N, T 2 W, in Cutler Dam Quadrangle,
Utah (after Adamson, 1955).

Thickness
(Feet )

Cache Valley Member
6.

5.

4.

3.
2.

1.

Tufface ous marl, light gray to white,
ostracode tests in some beds; interbedded
light gray thin bedded tuff. Largely covered

- - - - - -

730 . 0+

Tuffaceous marl, light gray to yellow green,
ostracode tests in some beds; interbedded
light gray thin bedded tuff and light gray
to yellow green tuffaceous sandstone
- - - - - - - - - -

545 . 0

Limestone, brown, lithographic, weathers
white, gastropods and pelecypods abundant;
interbedded light gray tuff - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

177.0

Limestone, gray, "petroliferous," platy,
weathers white; interbedded light gray tuff

- - - - - - -

"
Oolitic
limestone, light gray, sandy, poorly
cemented, thick bedded, few beds of pebble
conglomerate, gastropods and ostracode tests
connnon
"
Pebble conglomerate, light gray, oolitic,
massive, cross-bedding connnon - - - - - - - - - - - - - Total

Unconformity
Paleozoic rocks

86.0

260.0
20.0

- - - - - - - - - 1818.0+
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Section of Bonneville Formation, measured in a small cut in the
steep east side of gully, Section 11, T 12 N, R 2 W, 0.4 mile northea st
of the intersection of Utah Highway 69 and the small road leading to
the community of Beaver Dam. Top of section is near +5020 feet altitude.
Thickness
(Feet)

Bonneville Formation
7.
6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Covered; measured from fence line across flat crest of
field above cut - - - - - - - - -

23 . 2

Soil, 30% gravel, median diameter up to 0.3 ft., angular
to sub-rounded, derived from Paleozoic quartzite and
carbonates and Tertiary rocks, float, loamy silt matrix,
dusky brown (5YR2/2)- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2.0

Cong10merate p 60% gravel, median diameter 0 . 5 to 1.0 ft.,
angular to rounded, derived from Paleozoic and Tertiary
rocks, pack-float, silt matrix, 25% fine to coarse sand,
dark yellowish brown (10YR4/2)
- - - -

6.8

small gravel to 0.5 ft., mostly flat,
derived from Paleozoic and Tertiary rocks, float, silt
matrix with trace of clay, dark yellowish brown (10YR4/2,
wet), interfingers with 3 below to a depth of 14.0 feet -

14.0

Sand, 5% coarse sand, medium sand at top, grain size
decreases downward to silt and clay at bottom, laminated
in lower portion, some flat chips of Tertiary rocks up
to 0.5 ft., gastropods (Lymnaea Sp.), dusky yellow
(5Y6/4 , wet), interfingers with 4 above for an additional 14.0 feet at the top, sharp contact at base

39 . 0

Conglomerate, 65% gravel, median diameter up to 0.7 ft.,
subangu1ar to well rounded, derived from Paleozoic rocks
91% and from Tertiary rocks 9%, pack, matrix 25% silty
fine-grained sand, very light olive to light yellowish
gray (5Y6/1), beds dip and are truncated, with angular
discordance, at top - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

35.6

Conglomerate, covered p measured down stream bed

31.7

Cong1omerate~

Total

- - - - - - -

152.3

Comments: This exposure exhibits two shoreline gravels separated by
a fine-grained lake-bottom sequence, with freshwater gastropods. The
lower gravel perhaps represents a shoreline of the Bonneville Stage
formed during a minor stillstand within the overall transgression to the
Bonneville level. The lake-bottom sediments probably were deposited when
the lake stood at the Bonneville level, and the upper shoreline grave l
subsequently formed as the lake level again receded. No soil wa s fo und
between the lower gravel and the fine-grained lake-bottom deposits.

S6
Section of Provo Formation, measured in a gully, Section 24,
T 13 N, R 2 W, 1.4 miles northwest of the water tower at Cache
Junction. Top of section is near +4740 feet.
Thickness
(Feet)

Provo Formation
4.
3.

Soil, loamy sandy gravel, coarse-grained sand to small
pebbles, silt matrix, dusky yellow brown (10YR2/2)

1.S

Conglomerate, coarse-grained sand to small pebble gravel,
some small pebbles up to 0.1 ft., derived mainly from
Tertiary rocks, pack-float, topsets, horizontal bedding,
silt matrix, pale brown (SYRS/2) - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1.S

2.

Conglomerate, coarse-grained sand to small pebble gravel,
some gravel pebbles up to 0.7 ft., derived mainly from
Tertiary rocks, pack-float, foresets, parallel bedding,
beds 0.4 to 1.0 ft. thick, silt matrix, gastropods
(Lymnaea Sp.) and pelecypods abundant, face of outcrop
trends due north, apparent dip 19 0 to 24 0 N., dusky
yellow (SY6/4) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 72.S

1.

Sand, medium-to coarse-grained, silty to clean, well
sorted, parallel bedded , some chips of Tertiary rocks
up to 0.7 ft., dusky yellow to medium yellow (SY7/S)
Total

- - - - - - -

34.S
-110.3

Comments: This section represents lake-bottom deposits overlain in
succession by foresets and topsets of the regressing Provo shoreline.
Pack:

Gravel particles form framework that permits removal of matrix
without collapse. Outcrop commonly appears to have less matrix
than actually is present.

Float: Most gravel particles are separated by finer-grained matrix.
Outcrops usually exhibit approximately true proportions.
Pack-float:

Combination of two above.
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Section of Provo Formation, measured on north side of Cottonwood
Creek, Section 16, T 12 N, R 2 W, 0.8 mile southeast of Utah Highway
69. Top of section near +4740 feet altitude at flat surface within
stream valley.
Thickness
(Feet)

Provo Formation
5.

Soil, gravel with sandy matrix - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.0

4.

Conglomerate, rounded to well rounded, derived mainly
from Paleozoic rocks, fine pebble gravel to clean med.
to coarse sand, coarsens downward
- - - - - - - - -

5.0

Sand, medium to fine, parallel bedded, some beds rippled,
gastropods (Lymnaea Sp.), very light olive to light
yellowish gray (5Y6/l)
- - - - - - -

8.8

3.

2.

1.

Conglomerate, 65-80% gravel, median diameter up to
0.5 ft., rounded to well rounded, derived from
Paleozoic quartzite 65%, Paleozoic limestone 10%,
and Tertiary rocks 25%, pack, bedding parallel to subparallel, bed thickness 0.4 to 1.0 ft., face of
outcrop N 60 0 E, apparent dip 80 W, light yellowish
gray (5Y7/l)
- - - - - - - - - -

12.1

Sand, fine-grained, silty to clean well sorted beds,
parallel bedded in upper portion above highly
rippled weavy parallel beds, gastropods (Lymnaea Sp.),
lower 6.0 feet covered to stream bed, light olive
gray to yellowish gray (5Y6/2)
- - - - - - - - - - - -

16.1

Total - - - - - - -

46.0

Comments: This section exhibits two gravel units that probably
represent shoreline deposits, each of which overlies fine-grained
lake-bottom sediments. This double cycle possibly represents deposits
as the level of the lake fell from the Provo shoreline and regressed
across this area then transgressed slightly and regressed across
this area once again. No soil was found between the lower gravel and
upper fine-grained lake-bottom deposits.

SB
Section of deposits at Stansbury level, measured on the north
side of Cottonwood Creek, Section 9, T 12 N, R 2 W, 0.3 mile northwest of Utah Highway 69. Top of section near +4460 feet altitude.
Thickness
(Feet)

Stansbury level deposits
3.
2.

1.

Soil, loamy sandy gravel, clay enriched, pack-float,
grayish brown to pale brown (SYR4/2)
Conglomerate, BO% gravel, median diameter up to O.B
ft., sub-rounded to well rounded, derived from
Paleozoic rocks S6% and Tertiary rocks 44%, pack, fine
to coarse-grained sandy small pebble gravel to sandy
small cobble gravel, parallel bedded, alternating
coarse and fine beds, beds O.B to 1.2 ft. thick,
pale brown (SYRS/2) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, Silt, very fine sandy, parallel, weavy, laminated,
deformation at top, sharp contact both at top and at
base, very light grayish yellow (SYB/1, dry) and very
light olive gray to light yellowish gray (SY6/1, wet)
Subtotal

3.2

20.9

3.S
27.6

Provo Formation (?)
2.

1.

Conglomerate, SO% gravel, median diameter up to 1.0 ft.,
rounded to well rounded, derived mainly from Tertiary
rocks, pack, fine to coarse-grained sand, minor silt,
granules and pebble gravel to large cobble gravel, beds
0.1 to 1.0 ft. thick, interfingered with fines at the
base, very light grayish yellow (SYB/1) - - - - - - - - -

26.S

Sand, fine-grained, silty, rippled, parallel, laminated,
non-depositional ripples, gastropods (Lymnaea Sp.), very
light grayish yellow (SYB/1), lower 11.4 ft. massive
fine sandy silt
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

16.2

Subtotal

42.7

Total

70.3

Comments: This section exhibits two gravel units that probably repre sent shoreline deposits, each of which overlies fine-grained 1akebottom sediments. The upper gravel unit near the Stansbury level
(+4470 feet), perhaps represents sediments of that stage deposited as
the last of a sequence of shorelines formed as the lake fell from the
Provo level to a position at this level. The lower gravel unit
i mmediately beneath the Stansbury deposits possibly represents sediments of the Provo Formation during a small regression and stillstand
within the overall Provo Stage transgression. No soil was found between
the lower gravel and upper fine-grained lake-bottom sediments.
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